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Axelgard: Saudi Arabia: The Islamic State

saudi arabia
the islamic state
frederick W axelgard

in the two decades since iran s islamic revolution the rapid pace of
change in the middle east asia and africa has focused attention on the
societies there that proclaim loyalty to islam Is islam on a collision course
with western civilization can adherence to its principles be reconciled with
living and governing in a modernizing world how will extremists that
speak in the name of islam affect the future of the middle east and neighboring regions these and many similar questions have been debated at
length yet after volumes of political social and doctrinal analysis the
impression remains that exaggerated fears and mis
misperceptions
perceptions rather than
understanding continue to dominate our view of islam
the opportunity to encounter islam in a close and immediate way
came to my family by means of a diplomatic assignment to the kingdom of
saudi arabia several years ago this assignment provided the occasion to see
and experience firsthand the personal devotion of saudi citizens to their
muslim beliefs at the same time it involved looking at the kingdom
through the prism of the long
longstanding
standing US saudi relationship and the
kingdoms place in extensive US interests in the middle east it also meant
trying to assess islams
islami internal social and political significance to saudi
arabia and studying the kingdom s role in the broader phenomenon of
islamic resurgence accordingly this article seeks to shed light on islam
and saudi arabia by drawing on personal as well as professional perspectives
saudi arabia is a remote land of insular geography a land which is also
set apart by its cultural and spiritual uniqueness this differentness yields a
great potential for distancing misperception and misunderstanding by
non muslim outsiders westerners in particular this is unfortunate
because there is so much at stake the kingdom is the birthplace and heartland of one of the most rapidly growing religions in the world about one
fifth of the worlds people turn toward saudi arabia to pray several times
each day 2 and they and their governments feel they are directly affected
by what takes place here saudi arabia owns one fourth of the world s crude
ohl 3 which makes the kingdom s stability and security vital to the health of the
oil
global economy therefore to begin to grasp what this country is about has
1

far reaching significance
of islam fig 1i

and this effort inevitably points us in the direction
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jihad at home
jihad is a widely misunderstood and
even fearsome concept to most non
muslims who perceive it as signifying
holy war conducted against others
in an aggressive and even military
manner but to muslims the primary
is personal and the
sense of gihad
jihad
iihad
FIG 1i flag of saudi arabia with green
is intended to
home
at
phrase
jihad
background and white figures
adopted in 1973 the saudi arabian flag convey the earnestness and totality of
ryss devotion to effort that saudi society expends to
symbolizes the count
country
religion the arabic inscription reads
put islam first in every dimension of
there is no god but allah and muhamlife indeed the term jihad has a
mad is the messenger of allah green
number of meanings which include
thought to have been a favorite color of
effort
lead
a good life to make
the
to
muhammad is prominent in the flags
society more moral and just and to
of many islamic countries the sword is
spread islam through preaching
that of king abd al aziz the national
teaching or armed struggle
hero who fought to establish the kingit is the
dom of saudi arabia
lifelong struggle to be virtuous to be
114
4
true to the straight path of god 314
saudi society has been configured to provide muslims the opportunity
to actualize this effort at virtually every turn and in every hour of their
daily lives
daily prayer this holy warfare begins anew every morning in each
neighborhood with the predawn call to prayer four more prayers at
midday midafternoon dusk and midevening fig 2 connect more than
disrupt the flow of the day it is a memorable experience to be on an official
errand in the saudi defense ministry and find a vast hallway blocked filled
with prayer rugs and kneeling figures similarly personal errands such as
shopping and eating out must all be calibrated to the rhythm of saudi prayer
life to avoid being locked in or out when the doors close for prayer time
religious programming on television there is a conscious official
dimension to the rhythm of saudi religious life the saudi government
clearly tries to foster an atmosphere of public religiosity national television stations broadcast a consistent stream of religious programming
qur
much of it devoted to discussing the quran
aur an night after night television
screens are alight with images of kneeling masses surrounding the holy
ka ba in mecca
this government promotion of religion has led some observers to
interpret islam in saudi arabia in top down terms as a tool in the hands
of a ruling authority seeking legitimacy this preoccupation with the official
dimension of islam in the kingdom tends to discount the personal spiritual
authenticity of the faith of the people those who come from societies that
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prayer clocks on wall of a mosque in baurain
Bah
rain read right to left these clocks
bahrain
indicate times of the dawn midday midafternoon sunset and evening prayers
FIG 2

emphasize individual freedom as a first principle will reflexively doubt the
sincerity of group devotions expressed in a society where pressures to conform are so great but what is one to think of an inpromptu
impromptu conversation
with a general who beams as he speaks of taking his young son to the
mosque for dawn prayers or the innumerable times that the subject of
religion creeps into official meetings where policy exchanges are often
superseded by the basic questions what do you know about islam would
you like to know more such spontaneous experiences reveal a personal
quality of faith alongside the outward collective submission to allah and
both must be appreciated to capture the depth and breadth of islam s influence in saudi arabia
ramadan A major milestone in the year is ramadan ramadan is
imposing for one lunar month the entire society including children as
young as eight years old refrains from eating and drinking during daylight
hours latter day saints who have some experience and belief in fasting
can identify with the spiritual power of such an exercise one also learns as
the month wears on to take into account of growing evidence of personal
irritability dangerous driving just before sundown and late night feasting
and shopping at the same time non muslims in the kingdom are very
careful during ramadan not to eat drink smoke or even chew gum in
public As 1I wrote in 1999
the images were as memorable as they were brief the sun had barely set it
was late in the fasting month of ramadan and we were driving fast down a
isolated road from above tabuk in northwest saudi arabia on our left I1 saw
a large touring bus had stopped and seemed to be heaving in the corner of an
asphalt square the snapshot enlarged spreading out slowly and scattering
randomly around the pavement small groups of muslim travelers huddled
on carpets and other makeshift ground covers most were couples but a few
had small children those who had prayed were eating dates and sipping tea
others were bending and kneeling in prayer with dusk settling families
far off niche of sand and
finished prayer and broke their daylong
day long fast this garoff
asphalt was softened by the easy and sure manner of these people and their
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devotions they vanished from my mirror before 1I remembered that strictly
speaking travelers during ramadan are exempt from the requirement to fast 5

closes down
with seven to ten days left in the month the government doses

one professional contact after another mentions that his extended family
will spend some time in mecca toward the climax of the fasting period their
anticipation is genuine they want to be there then with their families
hajj the other compelling milestone of the year is the month of pilgrimage or hajj upwards of two million pilgrims come to saudi arabia to
participate en masse in the elaborate sequence of rituals that occur in and
hajj6
hajje6 fig 3 at
around mecca during the appointed days of the month of hajj
other times during the year hundreds of thousands of other pilgrims visit
to perform the minor pilgrimage or umrah7
urnrah7 the social and political
significance of these massive ceremonies of devotion is difficult to overstate the ruling family of saudi arabia places the highest possible priority
on ensuring that the arrival movement and departure of worshipers are
conducted in a safe and dignified way fig 4 in the same way that hajj is a
central pillar in the spiritual life of an individual muslim successful execution
of the hajj is central to validating the saudi leaderships right to administer
holiest sites of islam
the hollest

the kaba in mecca saudi arabia muslim pilgrims and muslims worldwide
face the ka ba while praying the kaba draped in black is believed to have been built
FIG 3

182 because mecca
by abraham and ishmael for a closer view of the ka ba see page 182.
is the holiest
hollest site of islam only muslims are allowed to enter and worship in the city
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agree with scholars
who challenge the view that
islam in saudi arabia is
manipulated for political
advantage by the saudi
leadership far from being
purely a top down pheno
nomenon
menon islam permeates
the society in weblike fashion it is the dominant feature of the common ground
between saudi society and
the ruling family it reaches
out and up to shape and
restrain government rather
than to license options for
capricious action by those
in authority 8

173

1I

U

Sub urbans loaded
caravan of chevrolet suburbans
down with gear and supplies for the long trek to
mecca muslims are required to make the pilgrimage or hajj at least once in their lifetime if they are
physically and financially capable of doing so the
modern caravan pictured here is making a rest stop
in khamis Mu
shayt a city in the mountainous asir
mushayt
mushatt
province of southwestern saudi arabia
FIG 4 A

challenge
the Ch
aRenge of reform
the al saud family has governed most of the arabian peninsula

for

almost three quarters of a century king abd al aziz abdulrahman al
saud proclaimed the kingdom of saudi arabia an official state in 1932
after three decades of military and political campaigning he had effectively unified the fractious tribes of arabia to shrug off the vestiges of
hashemite
Ha
ottoman influence and drive the rival hashimite
shemite dynasty out of mecca and
medina 9 the society he founded was devoted to the application of islamic law
Wahhab ism
ofwahhabism
shunaa and the qur
aur an as interpreted by the strict tenets of
shana
wahhabism
sharl
shari
an extremely conservative strain of the hanbali school of sunni islam
Wahhab ism dates to the ioos
wahhabism
loos when the al saud forged an alliance with
the fiery reformer mohammed ibn abd al wahhab this alliance has made
Wahhab ism a power to be reckoned with in central arabia ever since 10
wahhabism
balancing this conservative religious background against the realities
of twentieth century governance has been a constant challenge for the
al saud early on king abd al aziz had to deal with resistance from his
clerics to such basic innovations as the telephone and the automobile 11
even before formal establishment of the kingdom he put down a rebellion
by the ikhwan a fanatical tribal movement that had been vital to his military success but that decried his entering into a treaty with the infidel
12
awakened to economic growth by the discovery of oil in the
british 1112
early 193os
ipsos
ipsas and vaulted into international prominence by the oil crises of
the IPOS saudi arabia has gone from a destitute desert backwater to a
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wealthy regional power with global influence the changes that have made
up this transition border on incredible in just over two generations a
rural tribal based and basically illiterate society has become substantially
urbanized highly educated13
educated13 fig 5 and deeply enmeshed in global communications and economic infrastructures
economic challenges the changes of the past twenty years have had
a particularly sharp edge some of which can be conveyed statistically the
price of oil a key index of saudi economic health declined from nearly 40
a barrel in the late ipos to approximately 11
il a barrel in early 1998 meanwhile the country
count ryss population doubled in size saudi arabia s per capita
gross domestic product is estimated to have shrunk from about 28600
28600
measured in current dollars equal to that of the united states in 1981 to
less than 7000
7000 not even one fifth of that of the united states in the year
2000 in other words in less than two decades saudi arabia has slipped
economically from a high income state with a per capita gross domestic
product rivaling that of the united states to a mid to low income state
roughly on a par with mexico
during the same two decades the kingdom s population explosion
has fundamentally altered the profile of society fully one half of the country s citizens are now less than eighteen years of age and while the population has grown at an estimated 35
3.5
35 percent per year economic growth in the
past decade has limped along at about 08
0.8
08 percent which means there is
significant unemployment in a growing and potentially restive segment of
saudi society the need for economic reform is widely recognized in the
kingdom and crown prince abdullah is spearheading
spear heading efforts to bring
about reform 14 although abdullah is the most revered and credible senior
member of the saudi royal family it remains to be seen whether he can
bring about the efficiencies and openness needed for economic growth
regional political challenges these economic challenges it should
be noted evolved within a persistently hostile regional political climate
earlier saudi tensions with iran continued through the igmos
ig8os despite iran s
i98os
war with iraq after iranian pilgrims had several bloody confrontations in
mecca iranian participation in the hajj temporarily lapsed at the end of the
198os
i98os iraq s invasion of kuwait and attacks against saudi arabia triggered
the largest crisis of all the military dimension of the crisis is perhaps most
memorable to western minds and those outside of islam but almost as
troubling to the saudi leadership was the widespread criticism and vitriol
from arab and islamic sources who rejected the kingdom s decision to
admit foreign non muslim troops into the land of islam s holiest
hollest sites
some of this criticism came from inside the kingdom itself and the royal
family invested considerable effort to persuade its citizens of the islamic
rightness of its decision those efforts included obtaining rulings fa
twas
fatwas
fatias
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young saudi schoolboys lined up for physical exercises and chanting the quran
before starting class for the day most are wearing the traditional thobe a long gown still
11
preferred by most men in saudi arabia and the gulf countries following world war II
and the end of colonialism in islamic countries muslim government officials have
placed heavy emphasis on developing the school systems which were severely neglected
by colonial powers today education is generally mandatory at least through elementary school for both boys and girls who normally attend segregated public schools in
compliance with islamic tradition As a result of these reforms literacy rates have risen
colleges graduates and new universities
dramatically as have the number of college
FIG 5

from saudi religious authorities to support both the presence of foreign
troops in the kingdom and the counterattack against iraq 15 nevertheless
discontent from extreme conservatives in the kingdom continued after the
ofreligio
war over the following few years this discontent resulted in a surge of
beligio
religio
political activism which the saudi government countered by arresting a
number of influential preachers and amid the subsequent protests detaining
a large number of the preachers followers attacks against US military
installations in saudi arabia in 1995 and 1996 arose from this dynamic 16
political violence of this kind is highly uncharacteristic of saudi political culture for this reason these attacks raised fears that perhaps the limits of political economic and social forbearance had been reached to
date however there have been no further incidents on saudi soil instead
despite significant challenges the kingdom has maintained the basic consharla aabased
shan
tours of the sharia
based society king abd al aziz founded the pulse of
conservatism and religiosity remains palpable saudi women are uniformly
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veiled and covered in black abayas
abakas saudi men are dressed almost without
exception in the egalitarian white thobe although younger males occasionally exchange the traditional red and white futra
futta for a baseball cap worn

backwards of course meanwhile ambitious mutawwaiin bearded
guardians of the faith roam at will both through the flashy shopping malls
bouks in their calf length thobes
shobes to enforce
and through the mud brick souks
the closing of shops at prayer time and bark out commands for unsuspecting western women to cover their heads all in all this strange amalgam
of conservative islam tribal culture and immense oil fed infrastructure
has demonstrated remarkable survivability in a volatile and rapidly
changing environment

saudi arabia in the middle east
while saudi arabia may appear to be the epitome of islamic belief and
practice it is by no means typical of other arab or muslim societies
indeed the kingdom is unique even among the arab states of the persian
gulf one need only drive a few kilometers east over the king fahd causeBah
rain to feel immersed in an entirely different culture in
bahrain
way into baurain
Bah
rain women drive themselves to work whereas in saudi arabia
baurain
bahrain
women including the estimated 5 percent who work must rely on husbands brothers or drivers to transport them with the women hidden
Sub urbans caprices
Ca prices or
behind heavily tinted windows in the backs of suburbans
capriles
increasingly rare mercedes in manama Bah
bahrains
rains capital city offices
restaurants and government ministries remain open during prayer time
jeddah the
while in the saudi arabian cities of riyadh dhahran
Dha hran and djeddah
dharran
muezzin s call to prayer means the end to office calls and turns thousands
of downtown and neighborhood mosques into hives of activity an
baurain past hotels pubs and bars will reveal people
evening drive in bahrain
enjoying beer and liquor openly back over the bridge in dhahran
Dha
hran fast
dharran
food parlors dim the lights and bolt the doors during prayer leaving
locked in patrons to sip fruit juices and soft drinks in the dark what is
bahrain also applies in large part elsewhere on the arabian side of
true in baurain
the gulf although all the small arab principalities of the southern gulf are
led by royal families who espouse sunni islam nowhere in the gulf area is
islam practiced with the intensity found in saudi arabia
regional conflicts saudi arabia s unique standing even within this
small swathe of the arab world is symptomatic of its singular position in
the broader middle east where the kingdoms politics have repeatedly
placed it at odds with prevailing regional currents indeed when saddam
hussein launched troops scud missiles and vehement rhetoric against
saudi arabia in 1990 to 1991 he was by no means the first regional revoluegypto gamal abdul
tionary to threaten the kingdom in this manner egypts
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nasser speaking in the voice of secular arab nationalism and arab socialism had targeted the conservative saudi regime in his day As a result
saudi arabia and egypt fought a debilitating proxy war in yemen that
lasted most of the 196os
i96os and that included egyptian air strikes against
saudi villages and gas attacks in yemen 17
the november 1979 islamic revolution in iran also provoked a serious
atollah Kho
ayatollah
meinl s call for
meini
challenge to saudi legitimacy it began with Ay
khomeinfs
khomeini
the overthrow of the al saud regime directly challenging its right to rule
in the name of islam later that month a group of
ofsunni
sunni extremists seized
the grand mosque in mecca after two tense weeks saudi forces moved in
and ended the crisis amid significant bloodshed this clash was soon followed by rioting among saudi shiites in the eastern province of the kingdom a disturbance which also had to be put down with force 18 although
the unrest sparked by the iranian revolution was contained this chain of
events posed perhaps the sharpest challenge in decades to al saud governance of the kingdom
there is an intriguing pattern in this brief historical overview three of
the most powerful regional figures of the postwar middle east have seen fit
to directly attack the legitimacy and security of the saudi system each did
so at the height of his regional influence but each time the threat and the
demagogic figure behind it receded while the basic features of the saudi
state that had provoked each attack remained basically unchanged
just why saudi arabia has been on the receiving end of such attention
is worthy of a separate discussion but perhaps a few useful points can be
made briefly here one concise explanation of the gulf crisis suggests that
it sprang from envy of saudi oil wealth resentment over the perceived corruption and hypocrisy of king fahd and other saudi leaders the custo19
519
and outrage that the al saud would admit
dians of the holy places tig
into the country the polluting influence of foreign troops to fight against
fellow muslim and fellow arab iraq 20 no doubt such factors as these came
into play in 1990 to 1991 but there is probably a deeper explanation as well
saudi arabia has from its inception been on a different historical
timetable and a different social and political wavelength than the other
major powers in the region unlike many of the core countries in the middle
east the kingdom did not derive its existence or political culture from the
sequence of events associated with the dissolution of the ottoman empire
the creation of british and french colonies and the nationalist movements
that threw off these arrangements 21 instead king abd al aziz had a fifty
year head start in putting his stamp on the arabian peninsula before secular nationalist movements began to sweep into power in the arab world of
the 1950s 22 in the decades that followed the kingdom having produced
its own wealth through oil reserves avoided those pitfalls of foreign
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ideologies and economic programs and sidestepped those dilemmas of
national identity and political legitimacy that together with the demoralizing israeli victory in the 1967 war spelled the failure of arab nationalism
and socialism 23 much the same can be said of the resurgent and revolutionary islamist movements that later spread throughout the region while
we have seen that revolutionary movements initially posed a serious challenge to the stability of saudi arabia twenty years later the kingdom
appears by and large to have laid claim to the key objective a political
social and economic system founded on agreed islamic principles that has
eluded so many of the national and subnational islamic experiments that
now operate in the international arena the lethal weakness of lacking an
enduring national consensus on a basic ideological direction and governing format is evident in countries such as iran pakistan algeria
afghanistan and indonesia
foreign policy saudi arabia s unique position is also evident in its
foreign policy where its singular history and view of its interests have often
made for unique alliances and initiatives consider for example its relationship
tion ship with the united states behind the high drama of united states
intervention in the gulf war lay a fifty year old relationship of remarkable
consistency and trust whereas the cold war arab nationalism the arab
israeli conflict and islamic fundamentalism have at one time or another
severely damaged US relations with every major party in the middle east
israel excluded this has not been the case with saudi arabia indeed
US saudi relations in the twentieth century have been marked by many
important milestones these include the discovery and development of
saudi oil resources by US companies in the 1930s
Roosevel
ts
193os franklin D roosevelts
historic meeting with king abd al aziz shortly before roosevelt s death in
foreshadowing of the gulf crisis the dispatching of US
shadowing
1945 and in a fore
planes paratroops and a naval destroyer in 1963 to deter egyptian attacks
against saudi arabia early in the yemen conflict 24
close as they are official US saudi relations also have their limits
the saudi royal family manages its relationship with the united states
carefully with an eye to saudi sensitivities about the kingdoms position in
the arab and islamic world despite fifty years of close military cooperation with saudi arabia active US military forces had rarely played a direct
operational role in the kingdom before 1990 but had been confined to a
beyond the horizon presence As previously stated when iraq s aggression
made it necessary to bring US forces into a more visible role the saudi
leadership felt compelled to seek out the public blessing of religious
authorities the ulema both for troops to enter the kingdom and for the
15
counterattack against iraq 25
the saudi leadership similarly declined to be
drawn into a written agreement formalizing the terms under which these
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dorn 26 this cautious
outside military forces could operate in the King
kingdom
xing
ring
approach deepened in the late 1990s
199os when saudi leaders began to describe
the US forces that remained in the kingdom to help contain iraq as united
nations forces enforcing united nations resolutions rather than as US
forces operating in defense of saudi arabia
nor has the saudi leadership hesitated to chart a course that diverges
significantly from washington DC s when saudi interests seem to require
it this was the case several years ago when crown prince abdullah undertook to rebuild saudi relations with iran in the wake of president
Kha
mohammed khatami
tami s victory in the 1997 elections abdullah who is well
khatabi
known for his keen appreciation of regional political dynamics appeared
eager to seize that moment as a prime opportunity to end almost twenty
years of saudi iranian hostility and arans
irans alienation within the region as a
whole
at the time US policy struck a much more cautious note saying that
the new iranian regime would need to prove its moderation by changing its
policies on terrorism the middle east peace process and the acquisition of
Abdul lahs leadership however saudi
abdullahm
weapons of mass destruction under abdullahs
arabia moved ahead in a bold gesture abdullah accepted iran s invitation
to travel to teheran for the 1997 summit of the organization of islamic
conference thereby offering saudi arabias implicit validation of iran s
importance to the international muslim community but in his address to
the organization of islamic conference abdullah raised a chastising voice
against those who would blame the outside world for the difficulties facing
islam he spoke specifically against parties who were causing fragmentation and sowing hatred through acts of violence carried out in the name of
their islamic beliefs he courageously challenged those assembled that the
time had come to rearrange our islamic house from inside and called on
the conference to dissociate itself clearly and unequivocally from those who
3327
1127
27
commit the most appalling crimes and acts in the name of islam 3127
political and economic contact between saudi arabia and iran has
expanded in the wake of crown prince abdullah s initiative the lingering
uncertainty as to whether moderate forces will gain the upper hand in iran
is troubling to the kingdom as it is to most other interested observers
nevertheless abdullah s notion of engagement with iran seems to have
gained a listening ear in washington and may even have influenced the
united states to take its own initial steps toward renewing a dialogue with
iran in its own quiet way the kingdom has thus been at the forefront of
the most significant development in the muslim world in recent years the
move to reintegrate the islamic republic of iran into the regional and
international communities
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conclusion
saudi arabia has entered the twenty first century firm in its role as one of
the most deeply rooted islamic societies in the world its historic trend
of stability stands in sharp contrast to that of most of the islamic societies
and movements that now operate on the international stage they lack
what the al saud family labored for more than a century to achieve a
national consensus on the objectives of an islamic society and an acceptable governing structure under which to pursue them nevertheless there
is little room for complacency the saudi leadership faces perhaps its most
difficult internal dilemmas since the kingdom s birth their resolution will
likely determine whether saudi arabia can preserve its unique conservative way of life and still provide the needed economic and political outlets
for its people outlets commensurate with the scale of resources and the
international role that the kingdom commands those inclined to be pessi
simistic about saudi arabia s domestic future should bear in mind the
many difficult transitions through which the kingdom has already passed
with its identity and society intact
there are similar challenges to be faced in saudi relations with the
united states it seems likely that many of the common economic and
under pinned these ties for the past fifty years
security interests that have underpinned
underpinner
will retain their validity but important differences will be difficult to
ignore there are fundamental policy issues where US and saudi
approaches diverge and will probably continue to do so these issues
include human rights including women s rights freedom of religion and
a host of other democratic values where the search for common ground has
just begun for now one can hope that convergence in such areas might
result from economic reforms that could produce more transparency in
and consequently greater understanding of saudi society
the challenges to mutual understanding on a personal level are also
daunting here however the key to greater understanding of saudi arabia
by american and other non muslim societies can be turned by those who are
willing to grant saudi society the room to work through its national exercise
in communal devotion to god undertaken in an unstable and demanding
region opportunities to build such understanding can always be found
with memorable results in recent years a significant number of US military personnel of the muslim faith who were stationed in saudi arabia and
the surrounding countries took advantage of their time in the region to perform amrah
umrah or the entire hajj itself the reaction to this undertaking was fascinating it opened the eyes of the baudis
saudis and the americans involved to a
possibility that had not seriously been considered that their two nations
share some important values such as a belief in prayer fasting and devotion
to family as a centerpiece of religious devotion on the cornerstone of such
recognition a future of greater understanding between nations can be built
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at

the time this article was written frederick W axelgard was counselor for
political military affairs at the US embassy in riyadh saudi arabia he received a
BA in university studies from brigham young university and his MA and phd
from the fletcher school of law and diplomacy tufts university currently he is
senior advisor to the coordinator for counter terrorism US department of state
the views expressed in this paper are his alone and do not represent the official views
of the united states government or the US department of state
1

an important voice in this debate is john L esposito the islamic threat myth

new york oxford university press 1999
2 esposito islamic threat 4
3 As of 1999 saudi arabias oil reserves were estimated at about 261 billion barrels estimates of global oil reserves range from 967 billion to just over one trillion
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